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Yun chujiu did not rush him. She knew that Mo Xiaoting would definitely give up on the Zhao family’s 

marriage. 

 

 

The reason was simple. No one wanted to be controlled by others. Moreover, the Zhao family’s 

promises were still to be tested. They might break the contract in a few years, so the Mo family had no 

choice. 

 

 

However, it was different if Yun Chujiu was left behind. Yun Chujiu was just a little girl, so she could not 

compete with the Mo family. The Mo family had always held the initiative. 

 

 

Finally, Mo Xiaoting let out a long sigh and said, “Fangcao, if grandfather married you to the Zhao family, 

would you hate him?” 

 

 

“Grandfather, I understand your difficulties. I don’t hate anyone. If you want to blame someone, then 

blame me for not having enough power to help the Mo family.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu said calmly. In reality, she was already cursing Mo Xiaoting in her heart! F * ck, being a B * 

Tch and setting up a memorial tablet was referring to people like you! Shameless! 

 

 

Mo xiaoting nodded his head in satisfaction, then, he laughed, “Fangcao, everything grandfather has 

done, including marrying you to the Zhao family, was a test for you. Grandfather was very satisfied with 



your performance. Don’t worry, how could he not care about your wishes and marry you to the Zhao 

Family? !” 

 

 

“Grandfather! I knew you were the best to me! SOB SOB, I’m so touched!”Yun Chujiu’s eyes turned red 

as she said gratefully. 

 

 

In reality, she was cursing him in her heart. Pui! You Shameless Old Man! Aren’t you ashamed of 

yourself for saying this? Isn’t it just acting? Let’s see which one of us has the best acting skills! 

 

 

The two acting types continued to act for a while before mo xiaoting finally said, “Fang Cao, you can go 

back first. I’ll go and get rid of the Zhao family.” 

 

 

“Thank you, grandfather! That second elder Zhao has a high and mighty tone. Just looking at him is 

disgusting. You Don’t have to give him face. In the future, the Mo family will definitely trample the Zhao 

family under our feet!” 

 

 

The reason why Yun Chujiu said this was to sow discord. When Mo Xiaoting saw the arrogant look on 

second elder Zhao’s face, he would definitely be even more displeased. 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

Yun Chujiu left the study room. As soon as she arrived at the door, she saw Mo Cheng waiting for her. 

Mo Cheng Glared at Yun Chujiu and walked into the courtyard with a cold snort. 

 



 

Yun chujiu pursed her lips. The Old Fox had already made up his mind. There was no point for Mo Cheng 

to say anything else. 

 

 

Mo Cheng Saw Mo xiaoting and quickly said, “Father, that B * Tch is full of evil intentions. Don’t fall for 

her tricks. Second Elder Zhao is still waiting for you. Let’s hurry up and set a date.” 

 

 

“Fang Cao is a business genius that only appears once every 10,000 years. She can bring much more 

value than the Zhao family. I will not agree to the Zhao family’s marriage. Don’t mention it again!” 

 

 

“Dad? What are you talking about? That unfilial daughter is a business genius? How is that possible? 

!”Mo Cheng looked at Mo Xiaoting in disbelief. 

 

 

“HMPH! She is 10,000 times stronger than the three of you! This matter is settled. Also, the things you 

told me yesterday, I want you to keep them in your stomach.” 

 

 

“Dad, what… What do you mean?” 

 

 

“I will focus on nurturing the grass. From now on, she is the same as the three of you. She has the right 

to inherit the Mo family. So, if you dare to reveal what you said yesterday, don’t blame me for being 

merciless.” 

 



 

Mo Cheng was shocked by Mo Xiaoting’s cold gaze. Although he wasn’t convinced, he didn’t dare to say 

anything else. He hated Yun Chujiu to death. It was all because of this rebellious daughter. She was truly 

a disaster! 


